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It is surprising how few Norman castles exhibit
arrow-loops (that is, tall vertical slits, cut through
walls, widening internally (embrasure), sometimes with ancillary features such as a wider and
higher casemate. Even if their everyday purpose
was to simply to admit light and air, such loops
could be used profitably by archers defending the
castle. The earliest examples surviving in England seem to be those (of uncommon forms) in
the square wall towers of Dover castle (1185-90),
and in the walls and towers of Framlingham castle, although there may once have been slightly
older (and simpler) ones at Windsor.1
Within a quarter of a century the arrow-loop
had blossomed into the classic form seen in round
towers at Corfe and Dover. Where do those in the
Great Tower of Kenilworth castle fit in ? The
date of the Great Tower at Kenilworth is uncertain. The castle was begun by Geoffrey de Clinton I in the 1120s and it was seized by the Crown
in 1173. £46. 8s was paid for repairs to the castle,
including the turris, in 1189-90 while over
£1,000 was spent on the castle between 1210-15.2
Over £150 was spent in 1219 to rebuild a fallen
tower and further work was authorised on a turrell’ in 1220.3 Brown and Colvin suggested that
the resemblances between the arrowslits and their
embrasures at the top of the Great Tower and
those of Lunn’s Tower meant that both were built
in the early thirteenth century.4
In 1931, Sidney Toy measured and drew arrow-loops in the top gallery of the Great Tower at
Kenilworth and his drawings are reproduced here
(Figs. 1 - 6), by permission of the Society of Antiquaries of London.5 Later he published a description of the loops, with drawings
reconstructing a sloping roof over the firing gallery and an upper battlemented wallwalk over the
casemates.6 The loops are broadly similar, with a
broad shallow double-chamfer recessed frame 12
inches wide externally which enhances their appearance (and would deflect many incoming arrows) and a widened base to the slit. Those on the
south side have a triangular base to the slit and
triangular seats in the internal angles between the
casemate and the embrasure The sill of the embrasure slopes down, terminating in a shallow
square pit behind the wider part of the external
opening, giving a view of quite a large area of

ground below (Fig. 7, for which I am indebted to
Dr. Richard K Morris). Those on the west side
have hatchet-shaped bases, a cross-slit and no internal seats. Lunn’s Tower, at the north-east angle
of the outer curtain wall, is roughly octagonal,
with shallow angle buttresses tapering into a
broad plinth. It has arrow-loops at three levels,
some with cross-slits and badly-cut splayed bases.
Toy attributed the widening at the foot of each
loop to later re-cutting. When were these alterations (if alterations they be)7 carried out, and for
what reason ? He suggested ‘in the thirteenth century, to give crossbows [... ] greater play from
side to side’, but this must be challenged. Greater
play would need a widening of the embrasure behind the slit. Cross-slits substantially improved
the field of view, but gave little advantage in the
field of fire from any sort of bow. Even a crossslit did not provide a view close up from plunging
loops like these.8
Toy shows the Great Tower slits as from ½
inch to l¼ inches wide, remarkably narrow, but
Dr Morris has confirmed this, telling me also that
the east-facing slit in the SW turret is 13∕8 inches
across, while the one original slit in Lunn’s Tower is 1¾ in wide. Most castle arrowslits are at
least 2 inches wide, to give free passage of a
fletched arrow or crossbow bolt. When an arrow
is loosed, it flexes and ‘snakes’ from side to side
at first. (The rigid crossbow bolt does not have
this problem, but can fall off the stock when
shooting downwards.) The experiments at White
Castle demonstrated that, with practice, a longbow archer can avoid his arrows striking the sides
of the arrowslit, most easily by standing back
from the embrasure. Nevertheless, the narrowness
of the Kenilworth slits does call in question their
use by archers. The larger space behind the bottom of the opening might have allowed some archers to cover the wide plinth and bigger missiles
to be dropped.
There are the lower part of six loops at the top
of the South-West turret: one facing north, two
facing west, two south and one east, at a higher
level than their neighbours in the main walls to
north (2) and east (3). The South-East turret exhibits no positive evidence for arrow-loops level
with those in the South-West turret, and. the gallery at loophole level along the west and south
sides is reduced to a narrow ledge along the east
side, both perhaps due to the planned remodelling
of the east facade in 1568-71.9 The North-East
turret does not survive to the same height as the
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Fig. 2

Fig. 1
Figs. 1-3 Kenilworth Castle Great Tower.
Section, plan and elevations of one of the two
arrow loops in the top gallery in the west wall of
the great tower.
From previously unpublished drawings by Sidney
Toy held in the Harold Sand’s drawings archive
MS 475 at the Society of Antiquaries and reproduced with their kind permission.
Fig. 3
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Fig. 5.

Fig. 4.
Figs. 4-6 Kenilworth Castle Great Tower.
Section, plan and elevations of one of the three
arrow loops in the top gallery in the south wall of
the great tower.
From drawings by Sidney Toy held in the Harold
Sand’s drawings archive MS 475 at the Society of
Antiquaries and reproduced with their permission.

Fig. 6.
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Fig. 7. The complete loop on the south side of the Great Tower. Reproduced courtesy of the History of Art Department, University of Warwick (photo R K Morris).
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southern pair. The North-West turret has largely
gone, together with the north wall of the Great
Tower, so there is now only good evidence for
loops on the sides facing the Inner Ward.10 With
one possible exception, each of these arrow-loops
in the Great Tower is above one of the window
embrasures, thus differing in purpose from the
sloping chutes seen over doorways at Caerffili,
Leybourne and Llansteffan castles. Anything
dropped or shot through the loops of the Great and
Lunn’s Towers at Kenilworth would ricochet
from their wide ‘apron’ plinths.
Anyone approaching the castle from the town
would be faced by the array of arrow-loops of
Lunn’s Tower with the bulk of the Great Tower
looming behind. If coming from the park, the only
direct entrance was through the small postern tower, with the Great Tower behind presenting either
a blank face or perhaps a continuation of the loopholed gallery. From the south, the Brays outwork
and dam between lakes had to be negotiated,
backed by an array of towers with (different) arrow-loops in front of the Great Tower. Once inside the outer curtain wall, the visitor would have
to pass through the inner gate against the southeast turret of the Great Tower and thereafter be in
the field of view from its loops, especially if proceeding into the forebuilding.11
Some remaining questions:
Ÿ Is it just a coincidence of survival or did the
loops always only overlook the inner bailey ?
Ÿ Despite their quality, were the loops only decorative and psychological, threatening more than
they could deliver ?
Ÿ Might the change be part of Leicester’s remodelling, from missiles being shot or dropped, to
flowers being showered down like ticker tape ?
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